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Given a regular Niirhmd-method (A’, p) one can prove that the sequence {u,(z)} 
of the Ndrlund-transforms of a power series f(z) = zrZO a,z” with radius of con- 
vergence r = 1 converges in at most countably many points outside the unit disc. In 
this paper we show that for a class of non-regular NGrlund-methods the sequence 
{u,(z)} converges to an analytic function in a disc which strictly contains the unit 
disc, and the convergence is uniform on any compact subset of this disc. 0 1992 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As is well known, a Nklund-method is defined in the following way. 
DEFINITION 1. Let {pn}FEO be a sequence of complex numbers such 
that P,:=CC=,p,#O forallnEt%,,. Then the triangular matrix A = (a,,) 
with the elements 
cx 
Pn-” -- for Obv<n n” - 
PH 
and CI .,=O for v>n 
generates a summability method which is called NGrlund-method (IV, p). 
Many different items about Niirlund-methods have been discussed in the 
literature (see, for example, [l, 2, 47, 111). The present paper has a con- 
nection to a theorem due to Lkja [S] and results of Luh [9]. Lkja proved 
that for a regular Niirlund-method the sequence (cT~(z)> of the NGrlund- 
transforms of power series f(z) = Cy”= 0 avzy, with radius of convergence 1, 
converges in at most countably many points outside the unit disc 
D = {z: JzJ < 1 }. And it was shown by Luh that for a regular (N, p)- 
method we have fi, _ co { max, lo,,(z)l } “n = R for each closed arc r on 
IzJ =R> 1. 
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Neglecting the proposition of regularity for the Norlund-method, we will 
show that the sequence {on(z)} can converge compactly (i.e., uniformly on 
each compact subset) to an analytic function in a disc which strictly 
contains the unit disc. Furthermore we will investigate the growth of 
{on(z)} outside the domain of convergence, which will lead us to results 
analogous to those of Leja and Luh. 
2. NOTATIONS AND SOME F~OPERTIES OF (N,,u)-METHODS 
Let f(z) =X0 a, z” be a power series with radius of convergence 1 and 
let us consider its Norlund-transforms 
where s,(z)= i a,zp. 
p=o 
We say that the power series f(z) = C,“=. u,z” is summable by the method 
(IV, p) in a point z. E C if the sequence {c,Jz,)} converges, and we say that 
the power series is compactly summable by the method (IV, p) in a domain 
G to a function a(z) if {on(z)} converges uniformly to a(z) on each 
compact subset of G (notation o,(z) 5 a(z)). 
We first give some results about spe%al properties of Norlund-methods. 
From the theorem of Toeplitz, Schur, and Silverman (see, e.g., [lo, 
p. 111) it follows immediately that a Norlund-method (IV, p) is regular if 
and only if the following two conditions hold: 
lim &CO 
n-P, 
and 
From the following theorem we can deduce that for each u E @ there exists 
a sequence {p,} such that lim, _ o. p,/P, = tl. 
THEOREM 1. Let {a,}~Zo be a sequence of complex numbers with a0 = 1 
a, # 1 for all n E N; then there exists a sequence {p,}z= o, p,, E C, with the 
properties 
P,= f: p,#O 
“=O 
and ~=cx,,. 
n 
We omit the simple proof. 
For a Norlund-method (IV, p) which is defined by a sequence 
P = {PnE=o we now show that the convergence of the sequence 
{ p,/P, > ,“= o implies th e convergence of { pn _ JP,, } ,“= o for each fixed v E No. 
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THEOREM 2. Let (N, p) be a Niirlund-method with lim, _ ~ p,/P, = a 
(a E Cc). Then for each fixed v E N, we have 
,im Pn-Y -=cl(l -a)Y 
n-r. p,, 
Proof: For v = 0 there is nothing left to prove. Now let v E k! be fixed; 
then for n 3 v we get 
from which together with lim, _ o. pn/Pn=a the statement of our theorem 
follows. 
Our next result shows that there is a connection between the 
convergence of {p,/P,} and the sequence { 1 Pnll’n}. 
THEOREM 3. If lim, _ cu p,,/P,,=a (a~@) then wehauelim.,, IP,ll’n= 
l/11 --cIJ. 
Proof From lim,, oc p,/P, = CI and p,,lP, = I- P,- ,/P, we get 
lim, + oo P,_ ,/P, = 1 - CI which implies our assertion. 
3. (N,p)-SUMMABILITY OF THE GEOMETRIC SEQUENCE AND POWER SERIES 
It has been shown in [3] that the behaviour of matrix-transforms of 
{z”} is of great relevance for the behaviour of the considered matrix-trans- 
forms of power series. We therefore first examine the (N, p)-transforms of 
the geometric sequence {z”} which are given by 
We shall prove the following result, 
THEOREM 4. Let (N, p) be a Niirlund-method and a E @. Then the 
following two statements are equivalent: 
(i) lim, _ m p,/P, = a. 
(ii) The (N, p)-transforms of the geometric sequence {t”(z)} are 
compactly convergent in Jzj < l/j 1 -al to the limit function T(Z)= 
a/(1 -(l -a)z). 
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Proof: 1. We assume that (N, p) is a Norlund-method which satisfies 
(a) For CI # 1 the limit function has the Taylor expansion r(z) = 
cI CYm=o (1 -cc)“z” in IzI <l/11 -aI. Since {r,(z)} converges compactly to 
r(z) in Iz( < l/11 --al, we obtain 
z,(O) = 9 + r(O) = a (n+co). 
n 
(b) For a = 1 our assumption is that r,(z) 7 1, from which we 
easily conclude that lim, _ co p,/P, = 1. 
2. We assume that (N, p) is a Norlund-method which satisfies 
lim, + m p,lP, = a. 
(a) For a # 1 we show that (z,(z)} converges compactly to r(z) = 
a/(1 -(l -a)z)=C~& a(1 -a)“~” in Iz\ < l/(1 -a(. 
(i) Given r with O<r<l/ll-al we choose E>O such that 
(Il-a(+s)~<l.ThenthereexistsanN~Nsuchthat~,”=,+, ([l-al r)“< 
.dbl and XN+ 1 {(l-al +e)r}“<.s/((a( +s). For n>N we obtain 
L-a(l-a)y r’+ Ial f ([l-al r)” 
v=n+l 
a(1 -a)’ r” 
a(l-a)” r”+ f: ‘F 
I I 
r” + 2~. 
v=N+l n 
By Theorem 2 the first sum converges to zero for n + cc. 
(ii) To calculate the term C:= N + 1 Ipn _ JP,I r” we first look at the 
convergence of the sequence {p” _ y/P,};co (v fixed). By assumption we 
have lim, _ o. p,/P, = a and therefore to E > 0 given above there exists an 
N, E IV such that for all n>N, we have IpJP,--aJ <E. For n> N, and 
each v with 0 < v <n - N1 we get 
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If we choose N, large enough, then by Theorem 3 we obtain for PI > N, 
1 
JPn”(ll --cIj +&)n’ 
(iii) For all n > N + N, we now have 
G(l4 +&) f {(I1 -al +e)r}” 
v=N+l 
N’ IP I +{((l-al+E)rj”~ c --$ 
Jl=o 
<<ES {(I1 --a( +E)r}“.M, 
where i’t4=Crlo JPJPJ is a constant. Since (I1 -al + s)r < 1 it follows 
that C:= N+, Ipn-. JP,I ry tends to zero for n -+ co. Hence, together with (i) 
we obtain that 
and because r, 0 < r< l/j 1 - a), was arbitrary we have 
(b) Let LX= 1. We now show that (T,(Z)) is compactly convergent to 
t(z) 3 1 in C. Let r~ (0, co) be arbitrary but fixed and E >O such that 
T-E< 1. Like in (ii) of part (a) we can find an IV2 EN such that 
(pn- ,/P,( < (1 + E) . E’ for all IZ > N2 and 0 ,< v G n - N2 and furthermore by 
Theorem 3 that JP,j > K”, where K> 1 is a constant with r/K< 1. For 
n > N2 we obtain 
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As n tends to infinity we have Ip,/P” - 11 -+ 0 and (r/K)” + 0 and because 
E > 0 was arbitrarily small we have 
22: b,(z) - 1 I + 0 (n+(x)) 
from which it follows that 
tn(z) y+ 1. 
This proves the theorem. 
From this result we can deduce the following theorem about the 
Norlund-summability of power series. 
THEOREM 5. Let be LX E @ and (N, p) a Niirlund-method. Then the 
following two statements are equivalent: 
(i) lim,, o. p,/P, = a. 
(ii) Each power series f(z) = CrZO a,z” with radius of convergence 1 
is compactly summable (N, p) in Iz( < l/11 --CC\. 
For a proof see [3, pp. 38451. 
We will give some remarks and an example related to our last theorem. 
Remarks. 1. If (N, p) is a Norlund-method with lim,, o. p,/P, = c( 
then by Theorem 5 each power series f(z) = CpCO a,z” with radius of 
convergence 1 is compactly summable (N, p) in IzI < l/ 11 - ~11. The limit 
function G(Z) is, in a neighbourhood of z = 0, given by 
b(Z) =fb) + E 41 -a)” {S”(Z) -f(z)), 
v=o 
where s, = XL=0 aflzy are the partial-sums of f(z) = CyCO a,z”. 
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2. If (N, p) is a Norlund-method with lim,, o. p,/P, = 0, then we 
obtain by Theorem 5 that each power series f(z) = CFS0 u,z” with radius 
of convergence 1 is compactly summable (N, p) in the unit disc to the 
“right value” f(z). (Note that in this case the method (ZV, p) is not regular 
in general.) 
3. If (N, p) is a Norlund-method with lim,, n3 p,/P, = 1, then by 
Theorem 5 and Remark 1 each power series f(z) = C,“=O a,z’ is compactly 
summable (A’, p) in @ to the value CI~. 
EXAMPLE. Let us consider the Norlund-summability of the geometric 
series f(~)=x?=~ z” by (iV, p)-methods defined by the sequence {P~}?=~ 
where pn = q”, q > 0. Then for q # 1, z # 1 the (N, p)-transforms of f(z) in 
this case are 
fJ,(z)= 1 
” & n pnwv 1 -ZY+’ 
p J”(z)= c p.---- 
v=o n v=o n l-z 
1 z q-1 =---. 
l-z l-z q”f’-1 
.q.i 4. 
0 v=o 9 
(a) If O<q< 1 we have 
lim p = lim 4”(4- uco. 
12’00 n n-cc q IIt1 -1 ’ 
since the row-norm condition sup, l/IP,I Et=0 lpyl -C co is also satisfied, 
the (N, p)-method is regular and therefore {g,,(z)} converges uniformly in 
D := {z: 1zJ < 1} to 1/(1-z). By Leja’s theorem we know that {G,,(Z)} 
converges in at most countable many points z, IzI > 1. Let z. E @, lzol > 1; 
then because of 
1 ZO 
rJ&o)=---. 
l-q n+l 
1 -zo 
zo -q”fI+, 
l-z, l-q”+” z,-q @+a) 
we do not even have convergence in any point zo, lzol > 1 in this case. 
(b) If q = 1 we have (N, p) = (C, 1) and it is well known that in this 
case {on(z)} converges uniformly in D to l/( 1 -z) and diverges for each 
point zo, lzol > 1. 
(c) If q > 1 we have 
lim 9 = lim 4”(4- ‘I= 1-A 
n-m n n-02 q n+‘-1 4 
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and Theorem 5 tells us that in this case {C,,(Z)} is compactly convergent in 
IzI < l/l 1 - (1 - l/q)1 = q and from 
1 z 
u,(z)=--- q-1 1-z 1-z q”+‘-pn. 
1 - (z/q)“+ l 
1 - (z/q) 
we obtain for the limit function 
q-1 cj-(z)+-i.- 
z l-z q-z’ 
4. THE BEHAVIOUR OF THE (N,p)-TRANSFORMS {on(z)} 
OUTSIDE THE CIRCLE OF SUMMATION 
Let be f(z) =CF=,, u,z” a power series with radius of convergence 1. 
From Theorem 5 we know that for the sequence of its (N, p)-transforms 
{un(z)} we have 
n PE 
an(z)= c p 
v=o n 
s,(Z) w dz). 
Now we are going to study the behaviour of the sequences {u”(z)} of the 
(N, p)-transforms of f(z) in IzI > l/l1 -al. 
THEOREM 6. Let (N, p) be a Niirlund-method with lim, _ a, p,,IP,, = c1# 1 
and let f(z) =CFCo a,z” have radius of convergence 1. Then for each 
R> l/(1 -al we have 
Jljii {mi”~ I(~,(z)l)~‘~=R.(l-al. 
z 
Proof. Let R>,l/ll-al be fixed. From 86,,, la,llin=l and 
lim, + m pn- JP, = a( 1 - a)” for all v E No it is easily computed that 
&-I {max lcr,(~)l}‘/“<R~~l-crl. 
n-m Jzl=R 
In the case that Kii,,,{max,,,=R la,(z)l}““<R.(l -CYI there would 
exist an i?<R with 
,y”A la,(z)l <ij* 11 - tlin z 
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for all sufficiently large n and by using Cauchy’s integral formula we would 
get 
for these n. 
By Theorem 3 we have lim, _ 3. jp,JP,I w  = 11 - aI, and therefore from 
(1) it follows that 
which is a contradiction to the assumption that f(z) = C,“=O a,z” should 
have radius of convergence 1. Hence we must have 
This result tells us that the sequence {U,(Z)} cannot converge compactly in 
acircle lzl6R where Rail-al-‘. 
In our next result we show that even on an arc of IzI = R with 
R > l/l 1 -al the sequence {(T,(Z)} cannot converge compactly and it also 
follows from our next theorem that on an arc of IzI = l/l 1 - al the sequence 
{a,(z)} cannot tend to zero geometrically. 
THEOREM 7. Let (N, p) be a Niirlund-method with lim, _ m p,/P, = a # 1 
and let f(~)=Cy”=~ a,zy have radius of convergence 1. Zf R> l//l --al and 
r is a closed arc on IzI = R, then we have 
li;;; {m;x (o,,(~)~}~“‘=R~~l-ct~. 
“‘CC 
Proof: 1. Let r be a closed arc on IzI = R = l/I 1 - a I and suppose 
iiiE {m;x la,(z)1 } 1/n < 1. (2) n-02 
If E > 0 is given and q E (0, 1) we get from Theorem 6 and from (2) for all 
sufficiently large n 
:a; Ian( G (1 +&In, z 
m;x la,(z)l < q”. 
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Let Y E (0, l/l 1 - al) be given; then by Nevanlinna’s N-constants theorem 
there exists a 0 E (0, 1) (independent of n) such that 
holds for all suffkiently large n. Choosing E > 0 so small that 
qe(l +&)I-‘< 1 we get from (3) 
(a) that {a&)> . is uniformly convergent to zero in Jz( < l/l 1 -al 
which is impossible if a, # 0; 
(b) if a, = 0 then there is a first coeffkient aM #O, p. 2 1, and we 
have 
or 
po-1 pn- 
1-c * 
1 
<- (qe(l+&)l-y. 
v=o ” la,,1 rflo 
This implies that Cp:ol p,, _ JP,, -+ 1 (n + cc ) which is impossible because 
of Theorem 2 and the assumption a # 1. 
2. Let r be a closed arc on JzI = R > l/l 1 - aI and suppose 
KiTi {m;x Ifl,(~)(}r’~<R.Il-aI, 
“-CC 
where i? < R. If E > 0 is given we get from Theorem 6 and part 1 of this 
proof for all sufficiently large n 
max a,(z) I I - <P 11 -al”, 121 = l/l1 -aI zn 
max a,(z) < R”eEn 11 -al” 
I I 
-1 Izl=R 2” R” 
=esn 11 -al”, 
Rnern 11 -aIn 
R” . 
Let r E (l/l 1 -al), R) be given; then by Nevanlinna’s N-constants theorem 
there exists a 8 E (0, 1) such that we have 
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for all sufficiently large n and it follows 
R0 
Kii {max (a,(z)()‘/“<r.(l-a( R f?. 
n+oO ItI=? 0 (4) 
Choosing E > 0 so small that (R/R)’ ’ e < 1 we get from (4) a contradiction 
to Theorem 6. 
From Theorem 7 we can deduce that the sequence (cm(z)} cannot 
converge compactly in a domain G 2 {z: IzI = l/l 1 -al }. 
The remaining question, if it is possible that {gn(z)} can at least 
converge pointwise outside the circle IzI = l/11 -al, is answered by the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 8. Let f(z) = C,“=O a”z” be a power series with radius of 
convergence 1 and (N, p) a Nijrlund-method with lim,, oo p,/P, = c1# 1; 
then for each E > 0 the sequence {a,(z)} converges in at most a finite number 
of points z with IzI > (l/j I- crl) + E. 
Proof 1. Let E > 0 be given. We first suppose that the sequence {a,} 
is unbounded. From this sequence we choose a subsequence {an,}ka_O such 
that 
I4 < lank1 for n < nk and lim lank1 link = 1. k-m 
The corresponding subsequence of the (N, p)-transforms off(z) is given by 
%,(Z) = c nk FsJz)=+ 2 P,kp”a”z” 
“=O 4 nk v=o 
=f$ “co p,,,-!ez”-~k~~~ f pvbvw”, (5) 
m nk “=O 
where b” = ank ~ “/ank and w  = l/z. Since lim, _ o. ) P,J “n = l/j 1 - aI and 
lim,,, lank1 link = 1 we obtain 
(6) 
for each ZEC, (zl > l/l1 --al. If {zi),E1 is a sequence of points with lzil > 
(l//l -al) +E for which (g,Jzi)} converges, then because of (5) and (6) 
we obtain that the functions 
C,Jw):= 5 P”b”w” 
V=O 
(7) 
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tend to zero as k + co in each point wi = l/z,, 1 wil < l/( 1 l/( 1 - cr)l + E). By 
assumption we have lb,1 < 1 for all v E N, and lim, _ m JP,I lin = l/\ 1 - a) ; 
hence for all w  with Iw] d l/( ( l/( 1 - u)I + E) we get the estimation 
where c>O is a suitable constant. Consequently the functions G,,(w) 
(k = 0, 1, . ..) are uniformly bounded in IwI 6 l/(1 l/(1 - a)1 + E). By the 
theorem of Monte1 we get that there exists a subsequence (I,,,,} with 
a”,,(w) 
O~lwl$(ll/(l-a)l+E)-’ 
> 0. 
But this is a contradiction to Z,,JO) = PO. 6, =po # 0. Therefore the 
sequence {G”(Z)} can converge in at most a finite number of points z, (zJ > 
(l/11-al)+&. 
2. In the case of a bounded sequence {a,} of coefficients of f(z) = 
C,“=. a,z” we choose a subsequence { unk} with lu,,,J > 0 and 
lim, + m la,tl’/“k= 1 and get (b,l = ~u~~-~/u,J <A4, where M>O is a 
suitable constant. Then the proof is analogous to part 1. 
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